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Staff Engineer, Slack, San Francisco, CA   March 2017–Present 
✦ Created and maintain an internal design for marketing materials 
✦ Implement a website redesign, and later a brand refresh, across several properties 
✦ Serve as a technical lead for the Customer Acquisition team, overseeing and mentoring seven 

junior engineers 
✦ Product architect for UI Generator, an internal tool used to create snapshots of the Slack app 

Senior Engineer, Hillary for America, Brooklyn, NY  June 2015–November 2016 
✦ Worked to elect Hillary Clinton as the 45th president of the United States  
✦ Fought against the rise of fascism and white nationalism  

Lead Engineer, Pantsuit // Hillary for America’s internal design system 
✦ Created and maintained an internal design system used in dozens of applications by more than 70 

engineers and designers  
✦ Led standardization of CSS architecture and standards across products and agile teams 
✦ Collaborated with visual and product design teams to ensure UI consistency 
✦ Documented system for the engineering team to reference as needed  

CMS/Storytelling Team // Content-driven products and interactive experiences  
✦ Implemented initial templates and UI for the re-launch of hillaryclinton.com  
✦ Served as accessibility lead for relaunched site; complied recommendations to ensure adherence 

to Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (WCAG) 2.0 
✦ Developed internal content management features to allow content creators flexibility and creativity  
✦ Built various microsites aimed at voter persuasion and education of campaign policy  

Product Designer & Developer, IBM Design, Austin, TX  January 2015–May 2015 
✦ Served as a liaison between the engineering and design teams on the PureApplication platform, 

constructing mobile-first web application prototypes 
✦ Quickly prototyped working models and proof of concepts for production engineers 
✦ Created curriculum to teach designers basic programming skills  

Staff UI Engineer, Blackhawk Network, Lewisville, TX  March 2013–December 2014 
✦ Designed and developed business solutions for stable, secure, high-volume web-based 

applications for notable brands including Facebook, Epson, Canon, Microsoft, and more 
✦ Utilized responsive design and mobile-first principles while maintaining cross-browser/cross-

platform compatibility and ensuring accessibility 
✦ Collaborated closely with the marketing team, solutions team, software architects, business 

analytics and product owners 


